
Superkids rescue team! 
 
CHARACTERS 

 

Narrator 1: 

Narrator 2: 

Narrator 3: 

Narrator 4: 

Thor: 

Freya: 

Tyr: 

MateMinion: 

Billy: 

Milly: 

Jilly: 

Hermione: 

Jack: 

Lucy: 

Hulk: 

Scientist 1: 

Scientist 2: 

Stupidytron: 

Loki: 

Joker: 

Venom: 

Bibloboy: 

Mathgirl: 

Atomboy: 

Spellgirl: 

 

  



SCENE I - INTRODUCTION 

 

The curtain opens. Narrators 1 and 2 enter on stage, they wave to each 

other and look at the audience.An introductory video is played on the 

screen. 

 

Narrator 1:This is the Earth, our planet. The Earth is full of wonderful 

things: there are millions of plants… 

Narrator 2: There are also lots of animals, invertebrates and vertebrates, 

from the smallest insects to the bravest lions and tigers.  

Narrator 1: And all these living things live together in harmony, being part 

of the mountains, forests and seas that make our home. 

Narrator 2: And above all of it, the most incredible beings: the humans. 

We can think, learn, invent… and transform our world. 

(Narrators 1 and 2 go off the stage. Narrators 3 and 4 enter 

on stage and continue the presentation.) 

Narrator3: Our progress can continue thanks to four powers: Biblotron, 

the power of reading; Mateminion, the calculus power; 

Spelliermus, the spelling magic; and AtomiComic, the 

science power. 

Narrator 4: These powers are defended by superheroes. They transmit 

these powers to the thousands of children around the 

world. 

Narrator3: Let’s present these superheroes and see how they work.  

Narrator4: In the kingdom of Asgard, the thunder hero Thor also protects 

the power of Biblotron. He makes sure that all the children 

develop their reading power.  



SCENE II - ASGARD 

 

Narrators 3 and 4 go off the stage. The video stops and we can see an 

image of Asgard, the kingdom of Thor. Thor and two children from Asgard 

enter on stage. Thor has his hammer and a book, and he sits down on a 

chair. The children sit down on the floor around him. Thor starts reading 

aloud. 

 

Thor: Today we’re going to read the story of Odin, the father of 

all stories on Earth.  

Freya: Yes, I love this story! Odin is the best… 

Tyr: Shhh! Shut up, we want to listen the story! 

Thor: Quiet kids! Listen carefully. Once upon a time there was a god who 

loved stories. His name was Odin. He went from one place to 

another telling stories to anyone wishing to listen… Who wants to 

continue? 

All the children: (excited, raising their hands) Me, me! 

Thor: OK, OK. (handing the book to Freya.) Freya, you can continue. 

Freya: Yes! One day Odin arrived to a little village by the sea… 

(suddenly, a siren starts to sound) 

Thor: Oh no, it’s the reading alarm! Somebody is trying to steal the  

reading habit of kids. I have to stop it! (Thor disappears with a 

lightning). 

 

The children look at each other and run out of the stage. Narrators 1 and 

2 enter on the stage. 

  



SCENE III - MINIONLAND 

Narrator 1: Meanwhile, in Minionland, the minions work hard to protect 

the calculus power of Mateminion.  

Narrator 2: From their palace, they make sure that every child learns how 

to calculate an solve problems. 

Narrators 1 and 2 go off the stage. We see an image of Minionland. Four 

minions enter on stage. One of them acts as a TV presenter, and the other 

three stand at desks. They answer math questions in a quiz show. 

MateMinion: Good afternoon everybody! Welcome to the Math show! 

Today we are training Milly, Billy and Jilly, three brave minions, 

to spread the Mateminion power all over the world. Please, give 

them a loud clap! (Clap sound). 

Milly: Hello everybody! 

Billy: Nice to meet you! 

Jilly: How are you? 

MateMinion: OK, let’s start! How much is 20 plus 13?  

Billy:(beep) 33! 

MateMinion: That’s… correct! Now, how much is 17 minus 6? 

Milly:(beep) Mmm… it’s 11? 

MateMinion: That’s… totally correct! Let’s continue… how much is 48 

plus 15? 

Billy: Me! Me! It’s 63! 

MateMinion: Great! And the last one… how much is 35 minus 10? 

Jilly: I know! I know! It’s… 25? 

MateMinion: Bravo! Now you’re ready to… (suddenly, a siren starts to 

sound) Oh no, some people are starting to have problems 

with easy calculations… I must go! (He leaves the stage). 

Milly: Come on! We must go too! 

Billy and Jilly: Yes! Let’s go! 

The two minions set off the stage. Narrators3 and 4 enter on the stage.  



SCENE IV - HOGWARTS 

 

Narrator 3: Hermione controls the magic Spelliermus. She is a powerful 

witch who trains magicians and witches in Hogwarts. 

Narrator 4: She transmits her spelling powers to all the children around 

the world. Let’s visit her at her magic castle. 

 

Narrators 3 and 4 go off the stage. We see an image of Hogwarts. 

Hermione, a young magician and a witch enters in the stage. They are in a 

spelling lesson. 

 

Hermione: Come on, Jack! Wake up, Lucy! You have to study hard if you 

   want to master Spelliermus! Many boys and girls depend on 

  you. 

Jack: Oh teacher, you are too strict! 

Lucy: Yes! We are trying hard…  

Hermione: Stop your excuses! Only if you make your best effort you can 

  teach Spelliermus. Come on, we’ll finish before you spell  

  M-A-G-I-C. Spellum Patronum! 

Jack: OK, I’ll do it! Let’s start with an easy one: C-A-T, cat! 

Lucy: You can do it better, Jack! H-I-P-P-O, hippo! 

Hermione: Well done kids! Come on, continue! Spelliermus! 

Jack: I won’t give up, Lucy! G-I-R-A-F-F-E, giraffe! 

Lucy: Hahaha, you’re doing great! Take this, C-R-O-C… (suddenly, a 

sirenstarts to sound). 

Hermione: Oh, oh, something’s wrong! Children in many schools are 

getting tongue-tied with easy words! Jack, Lucy, we must 

hurry! 

Jack & Lucy:Yes, teacher! 

 

Hermione, Jack and Lucy set off. Narrators 1 and 2 enter in the stage. 

  



SCENE V – BRUCE BANNER’S LABORATORY 

 

Narrator 1: Hulk works with his team of scientists in Bruce Banner’s lab 

increasing the power of AtomiComic.  

Narrator 2: Thanks to them, all the children around the world are 

interested in Science. Let’s see how they work! 

 

Narrators 1 and 2 set off the stage. We see an image of Bruce Banner’s 

laboratory. Hulk is angry and hits a computer. Two scientists try to stop 

him. 

 

Hulk: (hitting the computer) Aaagghh! Hulk angry! Computer not work! 

Aaagghh! 

Scientist 1: (scared) Doctor, keep calm! We’ll fix it! 

Scientist 2: Yes, I’m testing a new program and I think I have the solution! 

Hulk: Nooo! Leave me alone! Hulk fix it! (hits the computer again.) Aggh! 

Scientist 1: (to Scientist 2) We must stop it! Grab his leg! 

Scientist 2: (to Scientist 1) OK, you take his arm! (they catch Hulk.) 

Hulk: AAAGGHH! Hulk fight! Hulk protect AtomiComic! (suddenly, a siren 

 starts to sound.) 

Scientist 1: Oh, no! The science is in danger!  

Scientist 2: Children are getting bored of experiments! 

Hulk: Yes! Hulk destroy them! Hulk save science! (Hulk runs out of the  

stage.) 

Scientists 1 & 2: He’s out of control! (they run after Hulk.) 

 

The curtain is lowered. 

  



SCENE VI – STUPIDYTRON’S PLAN 

 

Narrators3 and 4 enter in stage. 

 

Narrator 3: Oh, oh, it seems that our superheroes are in trouble! The 

most evil and stupid villain of all times, Stupidytron, is after 

them.  

Narrator 4: Let’s see what he and his villains are planning. 

 

Narrators 3 and 4 leave the stage. The curtain opens. We see the image of 

a dark room, the headquarter ofStupidytron. He is sitting down on a 

throne, three of his villains are around him. 

 

Stupidytron: Muahahaha! My plan is going on perfectly! Now, I…. now it’s 

time…What am I going to do? (with a stupid expression). 

Loki: Not again! You are so stupid! Don’t you remember? You want to 

 capture the superheroes, the guardians of knowledge! 

Stupidytron: Oh… oh, yes! YES! I will kidnap the protectors of the four 

powers: Biblotron, Mateminion, Spelliermus and AtomiComic! 

All the children in the world won’t be able to learn anything! 

They’ll become… they’ll be… (hesitating.) 

Joker:Stupid! They’ll become as stupid as you! Hihihihi! 

Loki:OK, enough talk! The heroes are busy helping some boys and girls, 

it’s our moment! I’ll take care of my brother Thor! (he disappears.) 

Joker: Hihihihi! I’ve always loved those yellow monsters. I’ll kidnap the 

minions! Bye! (he runs out of stage). 

Venom: AAARRGH! I hate Hulk and his scientific things! I’ll stop him!  

(he runs out of stage). 

Stupidytron: Yes! Yes! And I’ll take care of Hermione myself… She’s so 

intelligent… and I’m so stupid… Muahahaha! (he disappears). 

  



SCENE VII – HEROES IN TROUBLE 

 

We see an image of a classroom. Thor, MateMinion, Hulk and Hermione 

appear on stage. Then, Loki, Joker, Venom and Stupidytron enter in stage 

after them. They hit the heroes, who fell down. Later, the villains drag 

them out of the stage. The curtain is lowered. 

 

SCENE VIII – BIBLOBOY AWAKENING 

 

Narrators 1 and 2 enter on stage.The curtain opens.We see an image of a 

living room. A boy is reading a book on a chair.  

 

Narrator 1: Oh no, Stupidytron got our heroes! Don’t worry, their friends 

have an idea!  

Narrator 2: They are looking for four brilliant children able to wield the 

powers of Biblotron, Mateminion, Spelliermus and 

Atomicomic. (Narrators 1 and 2 leave the stage, Freya and Tyr 

come into stage). 

Freya: Look, Tyr! That boy! He’s a super reader! 

Tyr: Yes, I think he can control Biblotron! (calling the boy) Hey, boy, come 

here! 

Bibloboy: (leaving the book and getting close to them) Hello, my name’s 

Miguel, but… who are you? 

Tyr: We are the helpers of Thor, the reading hero. He and other heroes 

have been captured by Stupidytron! 

Freya: But you have a great reading power! You can control Biblotron and 

rescue Thor and the others! (she gives him Thor’s hammer, Miguel 

feels the power of Biblotron.) 

Bibloboy: Yeees! I must stop Stupidytron! Come on! (they set off the 

stage). 

  



SCENE IX – NEW HEROES RAISING 

We see the image of a classroom. Two girls and one boy come onto stage. 

Mathgirl is using a calculator, Atomboy is making experiments and 

Spellgirl is making words with blocks. Three minions run onto stage. 

Billy: (talking to Celia) Celia, hurry up! You are very good at Maths! 

Milly: Take this calculator and get ready! 

Jilly: Yes, you have to save the world! 

Mathgirl: (she takes the calculator and feels the power of Mateminion) 

Uooh! I feel the power of Mateminion, but what is going on? 

(two scientists come on stage.) 

Scientist 1: (pointing to Fran) Look, he’s a genius at science! He can  

control AtomiComic! 

Scientist 2: (talking to Fran) Yes! Take this lab coat, you have to rescue 

our heroes! 

Atomboy: (he takes the coat and puts it on, feeling AtomiComic) Ok, ok! I 

thinkI can do it, but where are the heroes? (Jack and Lucy 

enter on the stage). 

Jack: Lucy! Look at that girl! She’s amazing at spelling! 

Lucy: (talking to Silvia) Silvia, take this (she gives her a magic wand). With 

Spelliermus you and your friends can defeat Stupidytron! 

Spellgirl: Yes, we must stop Stupidytron and rescue our heroes! (they  

wearsuperheroes capes). 

Bibloboy: (running on stage, wearing a cape too) Come on kids! We must 

protect the learning and save all the children of the world! 

(putting their hands together in the middle) Biblotron! 

Mathgirl: Mateminion! 

Atomboy: AtomiComic! 

Spellgirl: Spelliermus! 

All Superkids: SU-PER-KIDS-RES-CUE-TEAM! (everybody leave the stage). 

 

The curtain is lowered. 



SCENE X – IN PRISON 

 

The curtain opens. We see an image of the prison of Stupidytron. Thor, 

MateMinion, Hulk and Hermione are captured on chairs. Stupidytron and 

his villains are on stage. Hulk and Venom are arguing. 

 

Stupidytron: Oh no, OH NO! Something’s going wrong… I feel something, 

but what?! Oh, I’m so stupid! 

Joker: Hihihihi! You’re an idiot, it’s very funny! Hihihihi! 

Thor: (to Mateminion and Hermione) I know what is it, I feel it…  

Hermione: Yes! Some children are using our powers! 

MateMinion: Me wanna banana! 

Loki: SILENCE! (to Thor) What are you saying, brother? 

Thor: You’re lost! All of you! These children will rescue us! 

Hulk: AAGGHH! Children clever! Children win! 

Venom: Shut up, Hulk! I hate you! 

Stupidytron: EVERYBODY, SILENCE! Stupid kids! I never let them rescue 

you! Every people in the world will become stupid! But… how 

can I stop them? 

Loki: (to Joker and Venom) Why do we work for such a stupid guy?  

Venom, Joker, we’ll go and stop them! 

Venom & Joker: Yes! (Loki, Venom and Joker run out of the stage). 

 

SCENE XI –FIGHT IN THE LAB 

 

We see an image of the Stupidytron’s lab. The four superkids run on stage. 

Then, Loki, Joker and Venom appear too. They get ready to fight. 

 

Loki: Look what we have here! Four young children who are playing 

superheroes? 

Joker: Don’t you think you should go back to school? Hihihihi! 

Mathgirl: You are the ones that should disappear!  



Bibloboy: Yes, our powers will stop you! 

All superkids: (making a pose) SU-PER-KIDS-RES-CUE-TEAM! 

Venom: (taking a step forward) Aaaarggh! I will destroy you! 

Atomboy: (taking a step forward) I will fight now! (they start fighting 

during a while) 

Atomboy: Get ready for this! A-TO-MIC PUNCH!(he punches Venom.) 

Venom: Aaaaaaau! (he falls down.) He is too strong!  

Joker: Hihihihi! I think you are too weak, Venom! (taking a step forward) 

 Now, it’s my turn! Hihihihi! 

Spellgirl: (taking a step forward) No, no, little clown! My magic will vanish  

you! (waving her wand at Joker.) Riddikulus! 

Joker: Hihihi…HAHAHA! (throwing himself to the floor and laughing loud) 

 I can’t stop laughing! HAHAHAHA! 

Loki: Go away Joker! This is what happens when you let a clown do your  

job! (taking a step forward) You have no opportunity! 

Mathgirl: (taking a step forward) Oh, oh, I have checked my calculations, 

and the only possible solution is this: you lose! (they start 

fighting during a while). 

Mathgirl: Calculus machine! (she hits Loki with her calculator). 

Loki: Ouch! (he falls down, unconscious). 

Bibloboy: Yes, we have finished with all of them! Hooray!  

Superkids: Hooray! Let’s go for Stupidytron! (they run out of the stage). 

 

The curtain is lowered. 

SCENE XII – FINAL FIGHT! 

The curtain opens. We see the prison of Stupidytron. The superheroes are 

captured, and Stupidytron is talking at them. 

 

Stupidytron: Muahahaha! You are over, heroes! Now that you are here,  

all the children of the planet won’t learn anything from school! 

And all the people will become as stupid as me! Muahahaha! 



Thor: You’ll never win, Stupidytron!  

MateMinion: Bananonina, pffff!  

Hermione: You forget that people are wonderful! People keep learning  

and progressing, no matter how hard you try! 

Hulk: AAAGGHH! Those kids crush you! AAAGGHH! 

 

The Superkids appear on stage and head to Stupidytron. 

 

All Superkids:(making a pose) SU-PER-KIDS-RES-CUE-TEAM! 

Biblotron: Stupidytron, get ready to fight!  

Mathgirl: Release the superheroes, the children need them! 

Spellgirl: Hehehe, you can’t do anything against my spells! 

Atomboy: I’ll punch your face! 

Stupidytron: Muahahaha! You fool… I’ll defeat you and everybody will 

be stupid! SILLY BEAM!!  

Thor, MateMinion, Hermione & Hulk: Be careful, Superkids! 

 

The Superkids kneel down, tired. 

 

Mathgirl, Spellgirl&Atomboy: No! We can’t move! 
Bibloboy: Oh no, friends! Stupidytron, I must stop you! The stupidity  

can’t win! (standing up and going towards Stupidytron) 
READING HAMMER! (he hits Stupidytron with his hammer). 

Stupidytron: NOOOO! I’m… I’m… so stupid… (he faints). 
Thor, MateMinion, Hermione & Hulk:(they release themselves) Yes! You 

did it! Yuhuuu! 
Mathgirl, Spellgirl&Atomboy: (standing up and coming forward)  

Hooray! Well done Bibloboy! 
Bibloboy: No, my friends. All of us did it. 
 
All Superkids: (shouting) Learning will always win! 

SU-PER-KIDS-RES-CUE-TEAM! 
 

- THE END – 


